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Executive Summary
This project is targeted to compare two major switching architectures
provided by CISCO. CISCO is a network device manufacturer who has
contributed to networking world by inventing many networking protocols which
are used to improve the network performance and network health. In this
document the switching architectures CATALYST and NEXUS are compared. All
the available features in each architectures are listed and working of the
supported protocols is explained in detail. The document also considers three
network scenarios and explains which architecture is best suited and explains why
in detail.
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Thesis Statement
Comparison of Cisco switching families and suit of available suit of network
protocols.

Audience Definition
The Audience for this presentation need to have basic knowledge of OSI model.

viii

Introduction
Computer networks and their history
Computer is the invention which changed the way things were done so far. The
main goal of computer was to decrease the computational time and help humans in
automating tasks. Computers were proved to be really helpful but then arouse a need
for communications between computers to share information and share computational
work load which lead to invention of computer networks. In the time period between
1950-1970’s computer networks were implemented in military systems and universities for
research purpose. The first famous computer network was ARPANET (Advanced Research
and Project Agency). The first communication between computers was in 1969 from
University of California to Stanford Research Institute and the message was “Login”, later
University of California, Stanford Research Institute, University of California Santa Barbara,
university of Utah started communicating through ARPANET using 50Kbps circuit.
In 1971 a DARPA (Defense Advance Research Project) scientist named Vinton
Gray Cerf developed a Protocol named TCP (Transmission control protocol) to facilitate
reliable communications between computers. Later the IP (Internet Protocol) was
devised and then in 1983 the technology was made open source via OSI (Open Systems
Interconnect).
TCP/IP:
The OSI model consist of 7 layers which are designated different roles. This
document deals with two networking device families which operate on layer 2 and layer
3 of the OSI model. Among the networking devices switches, routers and firewalls are the
basic building blocks of any network. A network switch is a device which works on layer
2 and is responsible for local communications and router works on layer 3 which is
responsible for making inter-domain communications. Whereas a firewall is a
sophisticated device which works on all layers between layer 4-7, firewall is used to safe
guard the networks and limit the access and communication to the outside world. The 7
layers of OSI model can be divided into two sections media and data. The first 4 layers
are called media and the top 3 layers are called data because when data is generated
from layer 7 it reaches the layer 4 as a single chunk of data but the from the 4 th layer it is
segmented into individual chunks and wrapped with a header in each following layer
with layer specific information. The following image shows the OSI layers.
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Figure 1: OSI Model
http://www.tech-faq.com/osi-model.html

The second layer of the OSI model is the layer which is responsible for maintain
congestion free multi-access communications and error control. CISCO systems is an
industry leading company which provides network equipment to support enterprise
communications. CISCO has modeled a layer 2 structure which has proven efficient in
establishing congestion free enterprise networks. This document deals with two families
of switches/routers from CISCO systems which are used on the core layer of the core layer
of the 3 layer architecture for enterprise networks. Cisco proposed three layer
architecture consists of access, distribution and core layers. The following diagram shows
the 3 layer architecture proposed by CISCO for a campus network.

Figure 2: THREE LAYER ARCHITECTURE FOR A COMPUTER LAN NETWORK
http://www.ciscopress.com/articles/article.asp?p=2202410&seqNum=4(Cisco Networking Academy, 2014)
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This document will explain two families of switches which are often used in core
layer of this architecture, the features offered by them, differences and their efficiency.
The switch architectures are Catalyst and Nexus.

Switch architecture:
A switch is a network device which operates on layer 2. The form of data
handled in this layer is fame. The following are the key components of any network
switch.











Switch fabric/ Back plane: This is Bus using which a frame is sent to destination
from the source.
Content Addressable Memory (CAM) table: CAM is a form of data storage table
used for high speed lookups. Data stored in CAM is of binary format.
Ternary Content Addressable Memory(TCAM) table: When the data store in a
CAM table is of ternary category it’s called TCAM (Ternary data: Binary data with
an additional don’t care bit )
Media Access Control (MAC) address table: A Table of all the Physical Addresses
of all the devices connected to the switch.
Forwarding engine: This is the brains of the device which does the decision making.
The forwarding engine is divided into two planes called control plane and data
plane.
Control plane: This is the decision making part of the forwarding engine where
lookups are performed and a decision is made on the frame as to which outgoing
interface is to be used to reach the destination.
Data plane: This is the actual forwarding part which consists of the backplane and
interfaces using which the actual frame/packet handling is done.

Switch operation:

Figure 3: LAYER 2 SWITCH OPERATION
http://www.ciscopress.com/articles/article.asp?p=101629&seqNum=2 (Hucaby., 2003)
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The following are the steps which are used to forward the frame in a layer 2 switch.
1. Frame is sent to the ingress queues where queuing is performed to provide
Quality of service to assigned frames.
2. Frame undergoes lookups via forwarding table/CAM table.
3. The frame is forwarded based on the results of the CAM table lookup. If there is
match during the lookup the frame is sent out through that interface and if the
lookup results in no match the frame is flooded.
4. Once the frame reaches the egress port it then undergoes egress queuing.

Figure 4: PACKET WALK IN LAYER 2 SWITCH
(Lammle, 2012)

The Figure 4 shows a Layer 2 switch with 4 host connected on different interfaces the
following are the steps in host to host communications.
Host A to Other Hosts communications
1. Packet/Frame is created on the host and sent across the network connection
which is Fa0/3. The frame has source and destination mac addresses and the
payload.
2. Now the switch reads the destination mac address and then cross references it
with its data base of mac addresses call mac address table. The result of the
lookup should be interface on which the destination mac is registered.
3. From the lookup the exit interface is decided and packet is forwarded out via the
destination interface.
4. If the lookup ends up in no results which means that the switch does not know
where the destination mac is then the packet is replicated and the set out through
all active interface except the original in ingress port. This is call a broadcast.
(Lammle, 2012)
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Literature Review
CISCO.com
Cisco.com has a library of white papers on each explained topic in this document.
These White papers have been published by Cisco to educate the network engineers
who work on deploying the said technology so that they can improve the design of the
network and troubleshoot in case of network issues. By studying these white papers one
should be able to understand the technology. These documents have helped me
understanding the technologies in depth.

CISCOLive.com
Cisco conducts annual network summit where all the latest cisco technologies are
explained in detail sessions in which numerous network engineers participate.
CiscoLive.com is the website library which holds video recording of all the sessions along
with an official presentation used by the cisco to explain the technology. These videos
and presentations are nothing but the summary of the white papers which are later
published in Cisco.com but these videos include packet walk sessions and QA sections
which help in understanding the technology.

Patents
Most of the CISCO technologies are cisco proprietary which have patents which
are available in for public. Reading this patents gives a clear understanding of what
problems these technologies solve.

Books

Lammle, T. (2012). Cisco Certified Network Associate Study guide Seventh
Edition. Indianapolis: Wiley Publishing, Inc.,
This is study guide for the CISCO CCNA exam which is the basic entry level
certification by Cisco. Reading this books gave a strong knowledge of basic in
networking which was very helpful in understanding the how the advanced technologies
worked.
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Comparison of Architectures
CATALYST ARCHITECTURE

To understand the catalyst architecture we will study the architecture of 6500 series
switches. There are five versions which are based on the number of slots in the chassis.
The following is the list of the switches available in 6500 family. The number in the end
signifies the number of slots in the chassis.






6503
6504
6506
6509
6513

Figure 5: CISCO 6500 FAMILY SWITCHES
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/switches/catalyst-6500-seriesswitches/prod_white_paper0900aecd80673385.html (CISCO Inc.)

Supervisor architecture:
The supervisor is the most important part in any modular chassis switch. The supervisor has
to main IC’s which play significant role in decision making and data handling they are
MSFC and PFC. The following images shows the actual MSFC5 and PFC4 on a catalyst
SUP2E.

Figure 6: MSFC5 IN SUP2E IN 6500 CATALYST
Figure 7: PFC4 IN SUP2E IN 6500 CATALYST
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/switches/catalyst-6500-series-switches/white_paper_c11-676346.html
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Figure 8: SUPERVISOR2T BLOCK DIAGRAM
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/switches/catalyst-6500-seriesswitches/prod_white_paper0900aecd80673385.html (CISCO Inc.)

MSFC:
Multilayer Switch Feature Card otherwise known as MSFC acts as the control plane
in the catalyst architecture. The MSFC is dual core CPU with 1.5 GHz speed. The MSFC is
handles two important handlers RP (Route Processor) and SP (Switch Processor). The RP
acts the control plane for the routing decisions and SP acts the control plane for the
switching decisions. The RP is responsible for handling layer 3 protocols, address resolution,
ICMP, managing SVI (switched Virtual interfaces) and the software configuration. The SP
is responsible for running layer 2 protocols like STP, VTP, CDP and pushing FIB tables onto
the PFC, DFC.

PFC:
Policy Feature Card also known as PFC is made up of two engines named layer2
and layer 3 forwarding engines which handle the actual packet forwarding. The layer 2
engine is responsible for physical address lookups and determining whether the packet
needs layer 3 decision or not If the layer 2 engine decides that the packet needs layer 3
decision the packet will be sent to the layer 3 engine if not the packet will be sent to the
appropriate line card or exit interface for packet transfer to the destination. The layer 3
engine is responsible for forwarding tagged packets, maintain adjacency tables with
peer routers or layer 3 switches. PFC is also responsible for handling Network address
translations, Access control list implementation, Multi-protocol label switching and egress
7

policing. With the introduction of modular switches and SUP2T CISCO introduced a
method for packet forwarding called CISCO Express Forwarding (CEF) the following
section will explain CEF.

Cisco Express Forwarding VS Flow Based Switching:
In flow based switching for every stream of data Generated the first packet is sent
to the control plane from the data plane which processes the packet header and then
sends the result to the data plane which then takes necessary steps to finish the packet
transmission. After the first packet is transferred the data plane executes the entire flow
based on the results from the control plane for the first packet. CEF eliminates the need
for even for the first packet to traverse between the control plane and the data plane
by introducing Forward information base. Forward information base consists the all the
computations performed by the MSFC using which PFC can perform the decision making
process. In this way CEF eliminates the need for the packet to traverse between the
planes thus increasing the performance by decreasing the latency observed in flow
based switching. The following diagram shows both CEF and flow based switching in
action.

Figure 9: FLOW BASED SWITCHING VS CEF
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/switches/catalyst-6500-seriesswitches/prod_white_paper0900aecd80673385.html (CISCO Inc.)

The packet travels between the planes and line cards using backplanes available in
chassis which we will discuss in the next section.
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Backplanes in 6500 chassis:
When a packet enters the line card from the source the first action which the
switch performs is to separate the header form the packet, store the body in the buffers
available in the port ASIC and then send the header to the control/data plane for
decision making. The header is sent for decision making using the backplanes available.
The 6500 architecture provide a 32Gbps backplane called BUS by default for all the
models and an additional backplane called switch fabric is provided by choice of
supervisor. These act as the mode or medium of transport between line card and
supervisor communications and packet forwarding between line cards. The following
image shows the actual BUS and switch fabric in the 6513-E chassis.

Figure 10: BLACK PLANES IN 6513-E CHASSIS
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=7674&backBtn=true (Hodgdon,
2013)

BUS:
BUS is the default backplane available for communication for SUP-to-Line card or
Line card-to-Line card communications the following image shows the block diagram of
the BUS.

Figure 11: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF CLASSIC 32 GB BUS BACKPLANE
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=7674&backBtn=true (Hodgdon,
2013)
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The BUS is actually made of three individual busses as shown in the block diagram.
The Data BUS (DBUS) is used to send the header form the line cards to the SUP. The Results
BUS (RBUS) is used to send the result or the decision about the packet forwarding back to
the line card from the SUP. The Ethernet Out of Band Channel (EOBC) is used for BUS
management between SUP and Line cards.

Switch Fabric:
The switch fabric is mesh of N channels where N depends on the Supervisor model.
The SUP 2T supports 26 channels at 20G/40G per channel so that each line card gets 2
channels on the switch fabric amounting to 40G/80G backplane per line card. The
following image shows the block diagram for the switch fabric in 6509-E chassis.

Figure 12: SWITCH FABRIC IN 6509-E CATALYST SWITCH
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/switches/catalyst-6500-seriesswitches/white_paper_c11-676346.html (Cisco Inc.)

Depending the type of line card inserted into the slot the switch fabric is allotted.
There are six verities of line cards available as listed below







Classic
CEF256
CEF720
DCEF256
DCEF720
DCEF2T

Classic Line Card:
The classic line card only connects to the 32GB shared BUS and uses it to
communicate with the SUP as the classic line cards do not have the capability of using
the switch fabric since the necessary hardware is not available.
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CEF265:
The CEF line cards has additional on board switch fabric chip which allows it to
connect to the switch fabric backplane which enable high data rate transfers the flowing
image shows the block diagram for CEF256 line cards.

Figure 13: CEF 256 LINE CARD BLOCK DIAGRAM
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=7674&backBtn=true (Hodgdon,
2013)

As seen in the block diagram the CEF 256 line card has connection to both classic
BUS and the Switch fabric. These line cards can use BUS to communicate with SUP for
forwarding decisions and the switch fabric to forward the packet to the destination line
card if destination port is not local to the line card. These line cards also have a 16Gbps
internal BUS which is used for packet transfer between ports on the line card. The fabric
ASIC is responsible for arbitrating the BUS/Switch fabric for communication with SUP. The
line card also has two other ASIC’s Replication ASIC which is responsible for SPAN and
multicast replication, the Port ASIC is responsible for the I/O packet queuing.
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CEF 720:
The Architecture of CEF 720 Line is similar to that of the CEF 256 except in the manor
that it has two 20Gbps connections to the Switch Fabric. Similar to CEF 256 the BUS is used
for forwarding decisions and the Switch Fabric Channels are used for packet transfer to
the destination line card. The following image shows the block diagram of the CEF 720
line card architecture.

Figure 14: CEF 720 LINE CARD ARCHITECTURE
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=7674&backBtn=true (Hodgdon,
2013)

DCEF 256:
The DCEF 256 line card performs decentralized forwarding where the forwarding
decisions are made locally on the line card, this is done with the help of additional
onboard chip DFC3. In decentralized forwarding all the forwarding lookup tables
populated in the PFC are replicated in the DFC card and this helps in making the
forwarding decisions locally. Hence the DCEF do not need connection to the classic BUS
instead they only connect to the switch Fabric with 8Gbps channel for packet forwarding
to the destination line card. The following image shows the block diagram of the DCEF
256 line card.

Figure 15: DCEF 256 LINE CARD ARCHITECTURE
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=7674&backBtn=true (Hodgdon,
2013)
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DCEF 720:
The DCEF 720 architecture is similar to the DCEF 256 but it only differs in the
number of the channels used to connect to the switch fabric. The DCEF 720 line card
uses two 20 Gbps lines cards to connect to the switch fabric which can be seen the
following block diagram.

Figure 16: DCEF 720 LINE CARD ARCHITECTURE
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=7674&backBtn=true (Hodgdon,
2013)

DCEF 2T:
The DCEF 2T working principle is complete similar to DCEF 720 the principal
difference is the switching capacity of the 2T line card which is superior to 720 Line cards.
The 2T cards unlike 720 have a 40Gbps fabric interface rather than 20G and 2T card has
better version of DFC daughter card which can handle more traffic. The following image
shows the architecture of the DCEF 2T card.

Figure 17: DCEF2T LINE CARD ARCHITECTURE
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=7674&backBtn=true (Hodgdon,
2013)
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Nexus Switching Architecture

Nexus is a new line of switching family provided by cisco for data centers in the
core and distribution layers. In this section of the document we will deal with the
architecture of nexus 7000 line of switches. The nexus 7000 switches have modular
architecture which is divided into two parts Chassis and line cards/ modules. There are
different types of chassis and modules as explained below.

Chassis:
Chassis is the physical housing into which various modules are inserted. The chassis is
responsible for connecting various line cards/ modules together via the backplane and
provide them with the required power for operation and the cooling for optimum
performance. A Backplane is nothing but the bus which is used to transfer data between
the line cards but in the nexus architecture the chassis is responsible just for providing
power and the cooling, the function of backplane is carried out by another module
called Fabric module. The nexus 7000 line of chassis consists of 8 different versions of
chassis. The nexus 7000 is sub-divided into two types 7000 and 7700 based on the number
of the fabric modules supported by the chassis which controls the net performance, the
7000 family supports 5 fabric modules and the later supports 6 which gives it higher net
performance. Last one number between 2-18 represents the number of slots into which
the various combinations of modules can be inserted which intern represents the number
of modules supported by the chassis.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

7004
7009
7010
7018
7702
7706
7710
7718

Modules:
Modules are divided mainly into two types. Supervisor and I/O modules. The supervisor is
considered the brains of the switch, I/O modules are nothing but the interface which acts
as uplink/downlink for end hosts/other switches.
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Supervisor:
A supervisor is the brains of the entire system where all the running confirmation is stored.
The latest set of supervisors are SUP2, SUP2E for nexus 7000 and 7700 respectively. At the
heart of SUP2 it’s made of one Quad-core 2.1Ghz CPU with 12GB of DRAM and the SUP2E
has two Quad cores and larger memory of 32GB which makes it high performance which
is suitable for the 7700 architecture. The Supervisor is called the control plane of the
system as it contains the running configuration which defines how the entire system is
supposed to behave and it also the place where all the routing and other information is
generated which are used to make packet routing decisions. The supervisor in the nexus
switch works differently when compared to the catalyst architecture. In catalyst
architecture the supervisor acts as both control plane and the data plane which means
that all the control information is stored in the supervisor and when a packet enters the
I/O module the header is sent to the supervisor for the data plane decisions to be made.
But in nexus architecture the supervisor performs the sole functions of the control plane,
the data plane functions are carried out on the line card itself, this feat is achieved by
having a special on board chip on the I/O module into which the all the tables such as
routing and access control list are replicated and this chip is capable of making Data
plane decisions based on these tables. Hence in nexus there is a true delineation
between control plane and data plane. The supervisor communicates to the line cards
using the one EOBC (Ether channel Out of Band Channel) to replicate various tables
generated in the supervisors (FIB, ACL, etc.) onto the I/O module. There is also an In-Band
one Gigabyte connection to the fabric module available which is used by the line cards
send routing updates to the line cards and also for the supervisor to talk to the redundant
supervisor. The In-Band interface is also used to share control information with the SUP’s
peer switches. The supervisor also has another chip called the central arbitrator which is
responsible for scheduling the communications between the I/O modules. The Central
arbitrator synchronizes with the on-board arbitrator of the I/O modules and schedules the
access to the Fabric channel.

I/O modules:
As explained earlier the I/O modules are the interfaces where the uplink/downlink
switches/end hosts connect. The I/O modules in the nexus architecture perform the
operation of the data plane. The Nexus switching Architecture has 2 families of I/O
modules M-Series and F-Series. The m series modules provide more features compared to
the F series whereas the F series provide more port density and higher throughput per line
card compared to the M series. The latest M series line cards are M2 and in F series latest
iteration is F3. The F3 module bridges the gap between M series and F series by providing
more features similar to M series.
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M Series line cards:
The M series line cards provide more features like OTV, PBR, MPLS, etc. The M2 line cards
have a total a processing capacity of 120 MPPS for L2 transactions, 120 MPPS for IPv4 L3
transactions. The M2 I/O modules can hold up to 128K MAC addresses (Physical
addresses), 128K FIB entries (Routing Entries) and 64K ACL (Access control List) entries. The
M2 line cards have a total bandwidth capacity of 240GBps. The 240 GBPS can be used
into 3 variations as listed below
24 X10G ports-total bandwidth utilized 240G
6 x 40G ports- total bandwidth utilized 240G
2 X 100G ports- total bandwidth utilized 200G





The following image shows the block diagram of the M2 line card which consists of 6
blocks.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Replication Engine
VOQ
Forwarding Engine
Arbitrator
Fabric ASIC
LC CPU

Figure 18: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF M2 I/O MODULE
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=77694&backBtn=true (Fuller,
BRKARC-3470 - Cisco Nexus 7000 Switch Architecture, 2014)
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Replication Engine:
The replication engine is responsible for two functions, first is separating the header form
the packet. Since all the control/ forwarding decisions are made based on the header
fields only, the data payload of the packet is separated and stored in a buffer. The
second feature of the replication engine is to simply replicate the entire packet based if
multicast/ span features enabled on the packet/port.

LC CPU:
This is the stage/chip where the control information from the Supervisor is received and
then sent to the forwarding engine to be stored in respective tables so that this
information can be used for decision making lookups when the header arrivers into the
Forwarding Engine.

Forwarding Engine:
The Forwarding engine is the main and most important part of the I/O module. The
forwarding engine is the decision maker of the data plane. As explained earlier in the
nexus architecture the I/O modules are considered the data plane and this achieved by
making the forwarding decisions locally on the module itself after making a copy of all
the decision making Tables. When the header packet arrives into the forwarding engine,
all it does is lookup various tables in various stages and perform the resulting action based
on the lookup results. The following image shows the block diagram of the forwarding
engine and the also flow of the header during decision making. The forwarding engine
itself is divided into two parts L2 (Layer 2) forwarding Engine and L3 (Layer 3) forwarding
engine.

Figure 19: FORWARDING ENGINE IN M2 I/O MODULE
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=77694&backBtn=true (Fuller,
BRKARC-3470 - Cisco Nexus 7000 Switch Architecture, 2014)
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When a packet first enters the forwarding engine it goes through L2 forwarding
engine in which mac address lookup is performed. The mac address are stored in a table
called MAC Table which is a list of all known physical addresses in the network. If the
source address is new a new entry is created otherwise no change is made to the table,
then sent to the L3 forwarding engine. In the L3 Engine the packet has to complete 2
loops one for ingress lookup (source field in the header) and other egress lookup
(destination field in the header). In the L3 forwarding engine the first stage is CL TCAM
(control list Ternary content addressable memory). In this stage QOS and ACL lookups are
performed and the Header tag is updated. The update of the ACL lookup will be wither
to drop or pass the packet to the destination and update of the QOS will determine the
delay to be induced in the VOQ. After updating the header it is sent to the next stage of
Net-Flow which is feature which when enabled tracks the packets/transactions and the
can be used for statistics/NMS (Network Monitoring Service). In this stage no change to
the header occurs only a log of transaction is created and sent to the next stage which
is the L3 FIB. A FIB (Forward Information Base) is nothing but a table with all the routing
decisions acquired form the supervisor. Based the L3 FIB lookup results the header is
updated and then send to the next change where policing is performed. Policing is
nothing but prioritizing the packet based on the L3 information. After policing is
completed this marks the completion of the ingress lookup now the packet has to go
through the same steps (CL lookup, net flow, FIB, Policing) for the egress lookups. After
egress lookup is also completed the packet returns to the L2 engine where MAC lookup
is performed for the destination IP to decide the egress port and then the packet is sent
back to the replication engine where the header-payload reassembly is performed.

VOQ:
The abbreviation of VOQ is Virtual Output Queuing. The VOQ are responsible for carrying
out two functions, Buffering and Queuing. The VOQ is nothing but a storage space where
the packet is stored to manage congestion. Along with providing buffer space for the
payload the VOQ’s also perform QOS (Quality of Service) which means that based on
the QOS tag the lower priority packet will be delayed if there is a packet with higher
priority.

Arbitrator:
The on-board arbitrator performs Scheduling for the switch Fabric after consulting the
central fabric on the Supervisor. Based on the decision/ scheduling done by the arbitrator
the VOQ send the packet to the Fabric ASIC.

Fabric ASIC:
The Fabric ASIC is nothing but the interface to connect to the switch fabric which is the
back plane to the switching system, via which the destination port can be reached.
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F-series I/O module:
The standard F series modules provide greater port density compared to the M series
module but have lesser features offered. The least F3 is an exception for this case. The F3
module bridges the gap drastically between M series and F series cards. The F3 module
provides a total per slot bandwidth of 480Gbps/960Gbps/1.2Tbps based on the flavor
and along with it also provides all features from M series. The F3 card is capable of
handling 148 MPPS of L2 and L3 packets. The difference between F3 and M cards is
basically in the size of the Tables in the forwarding engine, the F3 cards can hold tables
(MAC, ACL, FIB) only half the capacity of the M2 cards. The F3 card comes in all three
flavors of the interface speeds.




48X10G/1G : total maximum bandwidth used is 480Gbps
24X40G : total maximum bandwidth used is 960Gbps
12X100G: total Maximum bandwidth used is 1.2Tbps

The following image shows the block diagram of the 12 port model which supports a total
usable bandwidth of 1.2 terra bytes per second.

Figure 20: F3 LINE CARD BLOCK DIAGRAM
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=77694&backBtn=true (Fuller,
BRKARC-3470 - Cisco Nexus 7000 Switch Architecture, 2014)

As seen in the diagram the F series architecture is completely different from M series.
Unlike M Series where these is an onboard ship for each function in the F series all the
functions are carried out in the SOC (System on Chip). But instead of one Fabric ASIC like
in the M series we have two to accommodate for the high bandwidth. Each fabric ASIC
connects all the six available fabric modules for back plane and on the front end each
SOC connects to both the Fabric modules, arbitrator, FSA CPU.
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SOC:
System on Chip is the special ASIC designed for F series line cards which performs all the
data plane functions in one location. Since there the packet does not have to go through
various decision making processes at different times the F series line cards provide better
performance at line speed (Line speed/ line rate is nothing but processing the pockets
at the speed of links which might be 1G, 10G, 40G or 100G). The SOC performs all the
decision making and updates the header of the packet to reflect the decisions. The
following image shows what happens inside the SOC while decision making.

Figure 21: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SOC IN F3 I/O MODULE
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=77694&backBtn=true (Fuller,
BRKARC-3470 - Cisco Nexus 7000 Switch Architecture, 2014)

The packet flow/ decision making is done similar to that in the M series line cards.
When the ingress packet arrives from the front panel first stage is the parser where the
header is separated from the payload and the payload is sent into the ingress buffer
which also performs the functions of the VOQ (Buffering, Queuing). The header is then
sent to the L2 lookup where the source mac address lookup is done in this stage no
changes are made to the header field. This the stage where if the source mac is new it is
stored into the MAC table, then the packet is sent for the L3lookups where the CL (ACL,
QOS), FIB lookups are performed. In this stage the header information is modified based
on the lookup results and then the packet is sent to L2 lookups for the Egress (post-L3).
During this lookup the MAC of the Destination is looked up so that the outgoing
destination port can be deiced. After this lookup the header is sent to the ingress buffer
where the header is reassembled with the payload. And sent to the Fabric ASIC based
on the Scheduling done by the arbitrator and the Queuing information in the header
itself.
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Fabric Module:
This is the final component of the nexus switching architecture but the backbone for the
chassis. A fabric module is nothing but a cross-bar Bus which is used for communications
(Packet transfer) between the I/O modules. The Nexus 7000 family supports 5 Fabric-2
modules and Nexus 7700 family a total of 6 Fabric-2 modules per chassis.
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Comparison of Technologies
VSS vs VPC
Ether Channel:
Ether channel is the technology used by cisco catalyst switching architecture for
link aggregation. Even though owned by cisco earlier until 1994 the Ether channel was
made a part of the Link aggregation protocol by IEEE under 802.3ad. Basically in Ether
channel technology the switch ports are bundled to provide additional uplink bandwidth
ether to an end host (server) or a switch. The following diagram shows how an ether
channel is used to provide additional bandwidth.

Figure 22: ETHER CHANNEL BETWEEN 2 SWITCHES
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/lan-switching/etherchannel/12023-4.html

In the image it can be observed that 4 links have been used as interconnects
between uplink 6500 switch and access switch 2950 switch and all the 4 interfaces are
bundled into single ether channel/ port channel so that STP can be neglected on these
interfaces. In a normal scenario if the links were not bundled then the spanning tree
protocol will kick in and one among all 4 interface will be used for communications and
the rest of the ports are put into blocking state rendering them useless unless there is link
failure but in case of ether channel since all the 4 are bundled they are considered to be
one interface by STP and all the four ports/ links are always active. The following diagram
shows how ether channels help get rid of STP to optimize the utilization of links .

Figure 23: STP BLOCKING THE REDUNDANT PORT BETWEEN 2 SWITCHES

(Donahue, 2011)
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Virtual Switching System:
VSS is the technology used in the catalyst architecture where the uplinks are to
diverse switches are logically bundled so that STP is negated and both the uplinks are
utilized to forward traffic.

Figure 24: VSS IN CISCO CATALYST SWITCHES
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=76300&backBtn=true (Salinas,
2014)

The figure3 represents the VSS in a cisco catalyst switch. As seen in the figure 3 in
VSS both the uplinks are operational unlike the traditional setup, this is achieved by
bundling both the uplinks into an ether channel but unlike standard ether channel shown
in figure 1 an ether channel in VSS is formed between one down link and two diverse
uplink switch. When VSS is enabled between two Catalyst switches both the physical
switches are logically combined. For example if VSS is enabled between two 6506
switches then the switching system logically becomes 6512 which means 6500 switch with
12 slots. So when VSS is enabled among all the 2 primary supervisors only one is active
which means that only one control plane is active at any given point of time provided
the line cards are DCEF enabled. This is shown in the following diagram.

Figure 25: VIRTUAL SWITCH DOMAIN
http://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/products/collateral/interfaces-modules/networkmodules/white_paper_c11_429338.pdf (Cisco, 2012)
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One of the most important component of the VSS is the Virtual Switch Link. This link
is used to carry communications between the active and standby Supervisors and the
communications from the control plane to the data plane in the second switch. All the
packets that traverse the VSL are encapsulated with VSL header which contains
information such as mac addresses and VLAN, etc. so that the Control plane can identify
the packet as to which data plane it belongs to.

Virtual Port Channel:
Virtual Port Channel (VPC) is the technology used in the nexus switching
architecture. VPC is a technology which is based on the 802.11ad/ Ether Channel but
unlike standard link aggregation between one uplink and one down link switch VPC is
used to create Link aggregation between one downlink and two uplink switches. VPC
adds a redundancy factor to the network architecture. Similar to Ether channels the VPC
helps in negating the standard STP behavior on the uplinks. The standard behavior of STP
is block redundant path to the STP root which acts link a gateway to the layer 2 domain.
Just like ether channel the VPC provides link aggregation on the uplinks but to distributed
switches. The following image shows the functioning of VPC.

Figure 26: STP IN VIRTUAL PORT CHANNEL
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=82016&backBtn=true (Khan,
2015)

In VPC the uplinks are connected to two uplink switches but to the downlink switch
they appear as one hence the STP does not block any port and both the uplinks are used
even though they go to different switches. The most important advantage of VPC is the
diversity and that fact that both the control planes are active unlike VSS where only one
control plane is active. Another advantage of VPC is that only the participating ports are
affected by VPC unlike VSS Where the entire chassis is affected. When VPC is enabled
only the participating ports are logically bundled and the rest of the non-participating
(orphan ports) participate in regular STP. Since both the control planes are active packet
the actual packet need not traverse the peer link but both the control planes keep track
of all the VPC ports on the peer and packet flows to reduce accidental duplication of
packets.
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STP vs Fabric Path
Spanning Tree Protocol:
STP is a layer 2 protocol implemented for loop prevention in Ethernet networks.
Spanning tree was standardized by IEEE under 802.1d protocol. In any layer 2 domain a
broadcast packet is flooded into every available port if in the network topology a loop
exists the packet will be flooded into an infinite loop and thus saturating the network. The
STP is responsible for identifying such loops and to mitigate the possible threat to the
network. The following image shows how an infinite broadcast (broadcast storm) can
occur.

Figure 27: BROADCAST STORM
(Donahue, 2011)

When the end host send a valid broadcast packet like a DHCP request, it first
reaches switch A and since the packet is of broadcast nature the switch A floods it
though all its active interface except the source which means that switch B and Switch
C each receive a copy of the broadcast message. Now Switch B and Switch C repeat
the same process and thereby causing a loop and in a matter of seconds the network is
saturated with broadcast packets and the network becomes unusable. All the switches
participating in STP generate a topology and work accordingly. A Special packet called
Bridge Protocol Data Unit (BPDU) are used to create the topology. The following are
important components of an STP topology.
1. BPDU: BPDU’s are special packets which are exchanged between switches
connected in same layer 2 domain. The BPDU are responsible for exchanging
information such as bridge priority which is used for root election.
2. Bridge priority: This is the priority which is assigned to an interface which determines
the role of the interface
3. Root Bridge: Root Bridge is a port which acts a gateway for the layer 2 domain. Any
packet whose destination mac address in not available on a local table has to be
sent to STP root where the layer 2 forwarding decision is made
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4. Designated port: This is an end user port from where the packets are received and
sent to. This port is considered to be in a forwarding state.
5. Alternate Blocked: As the name suggests this is a port which is a redundant path to
the STP root. This port is blocked so that bridging loops are avoided.

Fabric path:
Fabric path is a layer 2 loop prevention technology developed by CISCO in an
attempt to eliminate the Spanning Tree Protocol which is an active-standby protocol.
Spanning tree allows only one link to be active/forwarding towards the uplink switch and
the redundant path is put into a standby mode called alternate blocking. Using fabric
path a full mesh layer 2 network can be created without the troublesome spanning tree
protocol. Fabric path is basically implementing routing in layer 2 domain to achieve the
goal of getting rid of STP. Fabric path is also called MAC in MAC routing since it deals
with encapsulating the layer 2 frame with an additional fabric path header creating a
new frame type hence fabric path is not an Ethernet frame. The following image shows
the fabric path frame.

Figure 28: FABRIC PATH ENCAPSULATION
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=76305&backBtn=true (Stevenson,
2014)

The Image shows how a classical Ethernet frame is encapsulated with fabric path
header to create a new frame type called cisco fabric path frame. The fabric path is a
technology which is implemented between cisco nexus switches exclusively and so the
header is also used just between the switches. Once it reaches the destination switch the
fabric header is stripped off the actual layer 2 frame is forwarded to the host which implies
that the host need not be aware of the fabric path operations/ header which also means
no special fragmentations/segmentation process needs to be performed by end host.
The following definitions will help in understanding fabric path better.
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Outer DA: This is 48 bit field which is used to identify the destination.



End node ID & OOO/DL: These two Fields are not utilized but are reserved for future
development (Research).



U/L: This bit is used to identify if the frame is unicast. For all unicast traffic this bit is set
to one.



I/G:

This

bit

is

used

to

identify

if

the

frame

is

multi-destination

frame

(Multicast/Broadcast).


Switch ID: In fabric path all switches are given Switch ID in the Outer DA it used to
identify the destination switch and in the Outer SA it is used to identify the source
switch.



Port ID: This field is used to identify the end port from which the frame is sources or
destined to.



Sub Switch ID: This field is used to identify the end port when a virtual port channel is
involved in the fabric path domain.



Outer SA: This is a 48 bit filed with all similar fields to the Outer SA with information
regarding the Source of the frame.



Etype: Ether type field is used to identify that the frame is a fabric path frame. The
value of this field id pre-determined for all fabric path frame and the value is 0X8903.



Ftag: This field is used to identify which tree to be used in case of multicast/broadcast
traffic.



TTL: Time to Live is the filed which ensure that the packet if in case is traversing in a
loop it does not end up saturating the network. TTL is a decrementing counter which
when reached to zero the packet is killed/dropped. The default value of TTL in fabric
path is 32 and it’s decremented by one whenever it crosses a fabric path enabled
switch.
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Fabric Path Operation:
As said earlier fabric path is a technology which is meant to replace spanning tree
protocol. Fabric path is also called as layer 2 routing as it uses a layer 3 protocol IS-IS for
determining the Shortest path to reach a destination. The concept of switch ID’s was
introduced so that they can act as the identifier for the switches. The following image
shows the actual fabric path operation in detail for a communication between two hosts.

Figure 29: PACKET WALK IN FABRIC PATH
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=76305&backBtn=true (Stevenson,
2014)

1. The packet is created on the host-A destined to host-B, enters the fabric path domain
on the switch S100 (switch ID).
2. A Mac lookup is performed on the packet and the result shows that the destination is
on a remote switch S300 and its present within the domain now the packet is
encapsulated with fabric path frame pattern.
3. Now the fabric path frame is sent into fabric path routing lookup where the best path
for the destination is determined. (Fabric path allows equal cost multipath up to 16
paths)
4. From the lookup an outgoing interface is selected and frame sent to the next hop. (in
the figure its assumed to be sent via po30)
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5. When the frame reaches the interim hop a routing lookup is performed and then
forwarded to appropriate interface based on the DA (Destination switch ID/address).
This process is repeated until the destination switch is reached.
6. When the frame arrives to the destination switch the frame undergoes deencapsulation and the then a mac lookup is performed for which the result shows
that a local interface matches the MAC lookup and hence the frame is sent out that
interface finally frame reaches the destination.
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Virtual Routing Forwarding Vs Virtual Device Context
VRF:
Virtual Routing and Forwarding is logical separation of routing tables in a single
physical router. VRF operation is similar to the VLAN operation. Each VRF has its own
Routing information and gateways. Though VRF technology the following goals are met





Improved flexibility in network
Reduced operation costs
Provide better availability, scalability and security.
End to end isolation

The catalyst switch supports up to 4000 VRF’s on a Sup 2T. When VRF’s are enabled each
VRF is assigned its own CEF, Routing Table for storing information based on which
forwarding decisions are made. VRF uses GRE Tunnels for segmentation on links
connecting to a router which is VRF aware. The following image represents how VRFs
can be used between two VRF capable Routers to isolate/segment traffic. In the
diagram it can be observed the each router was given 3 VRF’s R, E & O. Both the routers
were connected with single interface but this interface was also divided into 3 segments
using tunneling technology and hence end to end isolation was obtained. With this
implementation the cost of operation was reduced as only two routers were used to
setup the system where otherwise 6 routers were needed. With VRF setting up similar
networks becomes fairly easy and manageable.

Figure 30: VIRTUAL ROUTING AND FORWARDING
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/solutions/Enterprise/Network_Virtualization/PathIsol.html (Cisco ,
2008)
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VDC:
Virtual device context is a feature available in Nexus Switching Family where the
resources available in one physical switch are divided into two Virtual switches. The
flowing image shows how VDC’s are represented pictorially. With VDC even though
there is only one physical device the resources such as ports, VLANs, routes and etc. are
considered dedicated resources and the resources such as Supervisor, Switch fabric
and etc. are considered shared resources.

Figure 31: VDC REPRESENTATION IN NEXUS 7010
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=78526&backBtn=true (Fuller,
BRKDCT-2121 - Virtual Device Context (VDC) Design and Implementation Considerations with Nexus 7000,
2014)

From the image it can be observed that the protocols (layer 2 and 3) are
independent of other VDC’s and they have their own tables. With the help of VDC’s the
need to buy additional infrastructure is remediated when isolated networks are to be
created. If in any case if the networks are to be made to communicate to each other a
physical connection is to be run between the VDC’s (technically between the ports
belonging to each VDC). At any given point of time the total CPU is divided into equal
shares among the configured VDC’s regardless of utilization.
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Additional features by Nexus
Overlay Transport Virtualization:
With growing use of virtualization the need for layer 2 connectivity between data
centers has come up for example a layer 2 connections is required for replication traffic
between the primary and backup servers. In usual setup primary and backup servers are
separated geographically so that the backup can be brought up in the event of Disaster
Recovery. Similarly Layer 2 connection is required for virtual servers clusters so that the
serves can be virtually moved from one data center to the other as per the requirement.
Until the advent of OTV the only way of making this possible was to have a dark fiber run
between the data centers. With the intervention of OTV running fiber is no longer
required. OTV is also called MAC in IP. OTV is a feature available in Nexus switching
Architecture where a layer 2 network reachability is provided over layer 3 simply put OTV
provides layer 2 connections over IP network this achieved by special OTV encapsulation
of a packet which modifies the header of an Ethernet frame. The following image shows
the OTV encapsulation where the header is modified and new fields are added which
adds an overhead of 42bytes per frame. (Farnham, 2014)

Figure 32: OTV ENCAPSULATION
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=76311&backBtn=true (Farnham,
2014)

The two main process which make OTV successful are MAC address table
replication and OTV encapsulation. When OTV is enabled all the mac addresses learned
in one Data Center are replicated in the Secondary data Center and wise-versa. With
this replication of Mac tables all the involved data centers are aware of all the layer 2
addresses. OTV was developed from the routing protocol IS-IS and just like the routing
protocol all the data centers which intend to perform OTV have to join a neighbor ship
with each other and populate the mac table with target mac and interface at which
this mac can be reached. In normal mac table the destination interface is always a local
interface on the switch but when OTV is enabled the destination interface can be an IP
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address which belongs to the other data centers. The following image shows how the
OTV packet flows from one data center other while enabling Layer 2 reachability

Figure 33: PACKET WALK BETWEEN DATA CENTERS USING OTV
https://www.ciscolive.com/online/connect/sessionDetail.ww?SESSION_ID=76311&backBtn=true (Farnham,
2014)

In the above figure an example setup of OTV is shown between two sites which
are OTV capable. From the figure it can be observed that the mac entries on the both
the sites are identical and when a server 1 in West site sends a packet to server 3 in East
site which are connected by WAN (IP network). When the packet arrives at the layer 2
gateway in west site a MAC lookup is performed and then the result of this mac lookup
is expected to be an exit interface through which packet is routed but in this case the
lookup result is an IP address pointing to an east site. Now the packet is encapsulated
and then sent over the WAN to the east site when the packet de-capsulation is
performed and the forwarded to the destination after a mac Lookup. Even though OTV
extends the layer 2 reachability over WAN the 802.1d (STP) is not impacted since the
BPDU’s are filtered by default from traversing the OTV frame work, this simplifies the
network as there can local roots for each sites. (Farnham, 2014)
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Fabric Extender:
Fabric extenders a line of nexus switching family built without switching capacity.
The fabric extenders do not have any configuration or switching capacity on board. All
the switching is performed on the parent switch with which the Fabric extender has been
paired. The fabric extenders are also called remote line cards as once paired with parent
the FEX becomes a part of the parent switch. The advantage of deploying FEX is the low
cost of deployment for increased port aggregation count. The following image shows
the FEX setup where the FEX is paired with a parent switch and the FEX gets all of its
switching capabilities from the parent switch port from to which it’s associated. It can
observed that even though both the source and the destination are connected on the
same FEX, the packet has to traverse the uplink and get switched on the parent switch
and has to come back though the uplink back on to the same switch then to the egress
interface.

Figure 34: FEX REPRESENTATION
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/nexus5500/sw/layer2/6x/b_5500_Layer2_Con
fig_6x/b_5500_Layer2_Config_602N12_chapter_01111.html (CISCO)

Using FEX the port density can be increased dramatically at low cost and since
the parent is capable of handling high packet switching this solution is very intelligent.
The only disadvantage of deploying the FEX is the dependency on the links connecting
to the parent switch. If the uplinks between the FEX and the parent switch fail the FEX
cannot perform any kind of switching functions.
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Additional features in catalyst

Service modules:
Catalyst switching architecture supports additional service modules which make
it a true modular architecture. The catalyst 6500 switch supports following additional
modules.
Firewall module: Adds capability of firewall to the chassis where the catalyst switch will
be able to create demilitarized zones, create and implement firewall policies perform
Network address translations and other firewall functions. (CISCO)
WAN module: Adds the capability of performing MPLS (Multiprotocol label switching),
G.709 framing which are widely used by ISP’s to utilize a single link to provide various
logical network access. (Cisco)
Wireless module: Adds the capability of deploying wireless access points, act as a wireless
controller to manage the access points and Clients. (Cisco)
IDS module: This module adds the capability of providing Intrusion detection on the traffic
as per the design of the network. (Cisco)
NAM module: This module adds the capability of providing network analysis which is used
to monitor the health of the network. (Cisco)
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Network Designs
For the comparison of which architecture or family of switches are best we will
consider the 3 types of networks as described below and explain how/why the chosen
architecture is best for the said network.

Network Scenario A
Network A is an environment to be built for a subsidiary data center for an MNC
with 1000 nodes. For this kind of environment the best suitable switches belong to Nexus
architecture. For an MNC Data centers are usually spread out and the need for low
latency and high capacity links is definite. The nexus switches provide very good
switching capacity up to 1.2tbps per slot and they also provide high interface speeds
which are used/ optimal for a data center. The nexus architecture also provides the
features like OTV, fabric path and VDC for best performance in data centers. The OTV
feature is useful in connecting to the other data centers of the MNC and extending the
Layer2 between the Data centers. The fabric path can be used as the layer 2 loop
preventing technology within the data center for the optimal performance by providing
a large layer 2 parallel network the following image shows the nexus architecture for the
network Scenario A.
Switches used are




2 Nexus 7706 as Core
4 Nexus 56128 as fabric path core
20 Nexus Fabric extenders (2348)

The nexus 7706 are divided into VDC’s for the best use of infrastructure and reduce the
total setup price. The 7706 is divided into 3 VDC’s VDC1 is used for fabric path, VDC 2 is
used for OTV and VDC3 is used for internet traffic. With the help of VDC’s we are isolating
the traffic and the reserving resources so that over utilization of one network does not
impact the other. Fabric path is used within the data center as the layer 2 technology
which provides active-active or equal cost multipath network topology so that optimal
usage of uplinks is always available.
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Figure 35: NETWORK SETUP FOR A DATA CENTER

The first VDC is used for providing Overlay Transport Virtualization which is used to
connect various data center to each other extending the layer 2 reachability between
the data centers and this feature is very useful in the current world with the growing
VMware deployment. In the event of server failure the virtual machine in other data
center can be brought up with minimal or zero service down time.
The second VDC is used to deploy Fabric path. In the shown domain of the fabric
path the set of 4 nexus 5000 series switches is considered as spine and the pair of nexus
7700 is considered leaf (since it has to connect to non-fabric path devices like internet
routers and firewalls). In the fabric path domain each 5000 switch is attached with 5
Fabric extenders form 2300 series. Each FEX is given 6 10G uplinks providing a total of 60G
uplink capability to the parent 5000 switch. Each 5000 switch is given an uplink of 4X10G
to each leaf Core switches providing a total of 80G uplink capability to each 5000 switch
(uplinks are bundled in VPC hence 2X40G capacity). The third VDC is use for Internet
connectivity and to isolate the traffic and to reserve the resources.
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Network Scenario B
Network B is an environment to be built for a BPO with 1000 clients/end hosts
connecting to the network. For this kind of environment the best suitable switches belong
to the catalyst switching system. For a network with 1000 Clients/end hosts a large port
density is required but the speeds of 10/40/100G are not necessary as per the industry
standard 1G is sufficient for normal users but with a network with more end users requires
more features like VOIP, Wireless, Video, Etc. The following image shows the optimal
network design using the catalyst switching system.

Figure 36: NETWORK SETUP FOR HIGH END USER AGGREGATION

Switches used are




Catalyst 6500E
Catalyst 4500X
Catalyst 2960X

The in the shown network design the catalyst a pair of 6513 have been deployed
in VSS setting as the collapse core design (In the cisco 3 layer architecture the core layer
and distribution layer are combined to form a single layer called collapsed core).
Catalyst 2960X have been used for user aggregation and the each 2960X is connected
to both the 6500’s using a 10G uplink giving a the switch a combined uplink capacity of
20G per switch the 2960X switches are POE based and hence VOIP phones and Wireless
Access Points can be deployed off the regular user ports and this decrease the need for
special cables and switches for POE needs. Catalyst 4500X have been used as data
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center distribution switches to connect the basic servers into network. The 6500 switch is
loaded with application specific service modules to fulfill specific need of the network.
Service modules in 6500 are








Firewall module: This module is used to connect the internet routers this eliminates
the need for dedicated firewall deployment which in turn decreases the network
setup cost.
IDS module: This module is used to provide Intrusion detection on the WAN and
internet. The policies set on this module scan the traffic and filter and alter the
administrator about the possible threat.
WiSim module: This module is used to setup the wireless environment to the
network, all the WAP’s deployed in the aggregation/access layer which are
connected to the 2960 associate to this module and thereby provide wireless
network.
WAN module: This module is used to connect the WAN network to the LAN network
thereby eliminating the need for dedicated WAN routers.
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Network Scenario C
Network C is an environment to be built for a campus with 500 clients and medium size
data center and for this kind of network a hybrid network with a mix of both nexus and
catalyst would be optimum. A network with medium size data center requires high
interface speeds, fast switching capacity, low latency which are provided by the nexus
and it also needs the features provided by the catalyst switching like POE, application
specific service modules etc. The image shows the optimal design of the network using
switches from both the families.
Switches used in the network setup






Nexus 7700
Nexus 5500
Nexus 2300
Catalyst 6500
Catalyst 2960X

Figure 37: NETWORK SETUP FOR CORPORATE NETWORK WITH MIXED ENVIRONMENTS

In the network setup shown a mixture of catalyst and the nexus switches are used
in a way that the advantages of both the families can be obtained. The nexus switches
are used mainly in the data center architecture where high switching capacity of nexus
is utilized and also feature like OTV and Fabric path provide optimum performance. The
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catalyst line of switch is used as the distribution and access layer for the network which
is primarily used for end user connection. This way application specific modules can be
used and the switches also provide POE via which the phone and the access points can
be powered. The 6500 is equipped with WISIM module to facilitate the wireless network,
it is also equipped with WAN and IDS module which are used to connect to WAN
network. The WAN network is connected to 6500 so that the users can have continued
access to remote data center if the local data center fails.
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Conclusion
So far in this document we have studied the switching architectures provided by
Cisco. Both the families have different suit of protocols which solve similar problems. From
the network designs we can deduce that both the families have their own best traits and
can be used in the network. It can also be seen that both the families can co-exist. It
really depends on the network requirements to decide which switching architecture is
best suited. An environment with huge data center where huge horizontal domain is
required with very high switching capacity, nexus platform is suited and in a network with
more end user aggregation is required the catalyst performs better than the nexus as it
has more application specific modules which reduce the complexity of the network and
the setup cost as well as dedicated equipment need not be purchased,

Recommendations for Future Work
As future projects students can research on technologies like Fabric path and OTV and
they can do case studies on these technologies about how they have changed the
network deployment and what kind of impact did it have on the networking world.
Students can also do a project on why IS-IS is so flexible and how it can be used to create
layer 2 technologies even though it is a layer 3 protocol. Students can also do a project
to create a campus design with all the latest technologies and explain, justify the purpose
of each protocol being used.
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Appendix
1. ACL: ACCESS CONTROL LIST- A list of rules based on which access to a destination
is either permitted or denied.
2. ASIC: Application Specific Integrated Circuit- An on board chip which is designed
to perform specific function.
3. BPDU: Bridge Protocol Data Unit- Frames exchanged between switches which
participate in STP. These frames contain STP control information.
4. CAM: Content Addressable Memory- This is data structure where data is stored
which is used in High speed lookups
5. CDP: Cisco Discovery Protocol- This protocol is sued to detect immediate
neighbors which are directly connected to a cisco device.
6. CEF: Cisco Express Forwarding- This is the forwarding Mechanism used by Cisco
7. Chassis: The physical housing of a modular switch
8. DBUS: DATA BUS- A BUS which is used to transfer data between different
components in a switch chassis
9. DCEF: Distributed Cisco Express Forwarding- This is the forwarding mechanism used
by cisco on DCEF enabled Line cards
10. EOBC: Ether channel Out of Band Communication- This is the channel which is
used to exchange control information between the active and standby
Supervisors in a chassis.
11. FEX: Fabric Extender- This is a switch available in Cisco Nexus family which acts as
a remote line card to the parent switch.
12. FIB: Forward Information Base-This the location in Supervisor where the Routing
information (routes) are stored.
13. G.709: ITU-T recommendation for optical communications.
14. Line Card: The I/O modules which are inserted into the slots of a modular chassis.
15. MAC: Medium Access Control- the Physical address of the system is also called
MAC Address.
16. MPLS: Multiprotocol Label Switching System- a protocol which directs packets to
destination based on tags rather IP.
17. MSFC: Multilayer Switch Feature Card43

18. OTV: Overlay Transport Virtualization
19. PFC: Policy Feature Card
20. POE: Power Over Ethernet
21. QOS: Quality of Service
22. RBUS: Results BUS- BUS used to send the results of a lookup form SUP to line card.
23. RP: Route Processor- Processor on SUP which is used to make routing decisions
24. SOC: System On Chip
25. SP: Switch Processor- Processor on SUP which is used to make switching decisions
26. STP: Spanning Tree Protocol27. SUP: Supervisor28. TCAM: Ternary Content Addressable Memory: CAM table with Ternary bit field
29. VDC: Virtual Device Context
30. VOQ: Virtual
31. VTP: Virtual LAN Trunk Protocol
32. VSS: Virtual switching system
33. VSL: Virtual switch Link
34. VPC: Virtual Port channel
35. VRF: Virtual Routing and Forwarding
36. VOIP: Voice Over IP
37. WAN: Wide Area Network- A network for interconnecting Local Area Networks is
called WAN.
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